
 

 

Wednesday 24th June 2021 

Hello everyone! 
 

  
 
We hope you’re enjoying the sunshine.  
 
Here’s the home learning letter for this week.  
 
In the story of Mr Wolf’s Pancakes the neighbours didn’t help Mr Wolf with anything 
- he had to make the pancakes all by himself..! Ask your child about the story.  
The children thought that the wolf should have had some help. We thank the children 
when they help each other at Lillian and when they do little jobs to help out.  
Children love the responsibility!  
 
At nursery we’ve noticed that when we are clearing away the morning toast and fruit 
the children often ask if they can help out with wiping the table or washing up.  
You can give them an opportunity to do this at home. Pretend you need some help and 
offer a wet cloth and wipe the table together.  
 
If you have an old spray bottle you could wash it out and fill it with water. We don’t 
advise letting the children have a spray bottle with cleaning product in as this could 
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be accidentally sprayed into their eyes and hurt them. Remember to praise them for 
helping - it makes them feel so important! 
 
You could let them help with washing up - don’t panic - we’re not taking broken plates 
here!  
 
You could put a washing up bowl on the floor and give them a washing brush/sponge 
pad and washing up liquid bubbles and plastic plates or cups. You could put a towel 
under the bowl.  Only let them stand on a chair by the sink if you are there to keep 
them safe.  
 
Please remember to praise them and thank them for their help with these jobs - how 
grown up!  
 

Phone us if you need any help 0121 675 3421 - ask to speak to Mrs Appadu.  

Kind regards, 

All the team at Lillian de Lissa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


